Somatic EP300-G211S mutations are associated with overall somatic mutational patterns and breast cancer specific survival in triple-negative breast cancer.
We have compared the mutational profiles of human breast cancer tumor samples belonging to all major subgroups with special emphasis on triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC). Our major goal was to identify specific mutations that could be potentially used for clinical decision making in TNBC patients. Primary tumor specimens from 149 Norwegian breast cancer patients were available. We analyzed the tissue samples for somatic mutations in 44 relevant breast cancer genes by targeted next-generation sequencing. As a second confirmatory technique, we performed pyrosequencing on selected samples. We observed a distinct subgroup of TNBC patients, characterized by an almost completely lack of pathogenic somatic mutations. A point mutation in the adenoviral E1A binding protein p300 (EP300-G211S) was significantly correlated to this TNBC subgroup. The EP300-G211S mutation was exclusively found in the TNBC patients and its presence reduced the chance for other pathological somatic mutations in typical breast cancer genes investigated in our gene panel by 94.9% (P < 0.005). Interestingly, the EP300-G211S mutation also predicted a lower risk for relapses and decreased breast cancer-specific mortality during long-term follow-up of the patients. Next-generation sequencing revealed specific mutations in EP300 to be associated with the mutational patterns in typical breast cancer genes and long-term outcome of triple-negative breast cancer patients.